and commander of the discovery as Alan Poindexter here he's a Navy captain and he's on his second flight here you're seeing him get into a harness this harness will hook into his parachute we have emergency survival equipment inside that harness we now have a view inside the space shuttle Discovery and you also heard that the commander is on board that call was from the closeout crew letting the launch control center team know that commander Poindexter is on board board and now we see mission specialist clay Anderson and you see clay checking
out all of his equipment and his gear

there okay and so we have clay Anderson

on board and now we've got a view of our

pilot jim dutton in your view right now

i on the closer part of the view you see

stephanie wilson yep stephanie's making

her third space flight she flew an

sts-121 first and sts-120 second back in

the white room with rick mastracchio

this will be his third flight he's

mission specialist number one and he and

clay Anderson will be conducting all

three of the spacewalks on the mission

and there's now go she has a sign for
her loved ones as well and a big go

sts-131 there's dottie

metcalf-lindenburger she is a rookie she

is one of three former school teachers

selected as mission specialists in the

2004 educator astronaut class although

this is a dark view and the very center

of your view right now is Dottie or ms2

sitting in her seat and they're working

to fasten all of her seat belts and

strap her in and it looks like he's

gotten to go to close the hatch